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Disability payments continue to climb

“Tell us what you see, not what you
think,” CPP tells MDs

Nicole Baer

In Brief

GROWING CONCERN ABOUT THE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE CANADA PENSION PLAN has led to a
closer look at the disability benefits it provides. The federal auditor general reported
recently that the number of recipients has almost doubled in the past 10 years, and
disability payments have more than tripled, to $3 billion annually. This article looks
at the role physicians play in determining whether an applicant is disabled.

En bref

COMME LE RÉGIME DE PENSION DU CANADA SUSCITE DES INQUIÉTUDES CROISSANTES, on a
voulu examiner de plus près les rentes d’invalidité versées en vertu du régime. Le
vérificateur général du Canada a rapporté récemment que le nombre de bénéfi-
ciaires avait presque doublé au cours des derniers 10 ans. Cet article étudie le rôle
que joue le médecin au moment d’établir l’invalidité d’un demandeur.

The cost of disability benefits paid under the Canada Pension Plan
(CPP) has tripled over the past decade, prompting serious concern
about the program’s viability. A damning report by Denis Desautels,

the federal auditor general, recently blamed the cost explosion on everything
from poor record-keeping to tough economic times. Yet it was strangely silent
on the role of physicians, the system’s de facto gatekeepers.

So, could doctors do anything to control the cost of the CPP disability pro-
gram? More significantly, should they?

There’s little doubt that family physicians wield substantial influence because
they complete the medical reports that form the basis for pension applications.
Doctors could, theoretically, serve as the program’s frontline enforcers — dis-
couraging the undeserving from applying or urging that frivolous applications
be penalized by special fines.

However, few would thank them for their efforts. First, because the prob-
lems affecting CPP disability payments run deep, and mostly they lie else-
where. Second, because legitimate claimants may become the inadvertent vic-
tims of the crackdown. And third, because the last thing CPP administrators
want is physicians volunteering opinions about an application’s merits.

“The word ‘disability’ could mean a thousand things to a thousand different
people,” notes Dr. Alex Romaniuk, the plan’s senior medical adviser. “Doctors
may know what disability is, but they don’t work for CPP and they don’t know
all the intricacies of our exact program. So if we ask for medical information,
we’re asking for medical information — we’re not asking for an opinion on dis-
ability from someone who doesn’t know our definition.”

Such a neutral approach would suit most physicians. Filling out forms is tedious
work at best, and is generally not well compensated. The current CPP disability-
benefits form was revised recently following extensive consultations with the
CMA. The plan has long paid doctors $50 per form (provided the patient actually
submits it to CPP administrators) but following an internal review and discussions
with the CMA (in consultation with its divisions) the fees are being raised to a
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maximum of $150, depending on the time required to
complete the paperwork.

Some observers believe physicians should advocate on be-
half of their patients to ensure that they get benefits to which
they are entitled. Sherri Torjman, vice-president of the Cale-
don Institute, a social-policy think tank in Ottawa, argues
that physicians have a humanitarian obligation to help 
patients with mental or physical impairments obtain such 
financial assistance, particularly in tough economic times.

Harry Beatty, staff lawyer for ARCH, a legal resource
centre in Toronto that helps the disabled, is reluctant to
call on doctors to act as outright advocates. At the same
time, he worries that physicians may be unwilling to go to
bat for people with psychiatric problems or multiple disor-
ders because the application process in such cases is un-
mercifully tangled — all the more so when medical
records are incomplete. “If the physician doesn’t fill out a
supportive report, or [fills
out] one that doesn’t docu-
ment the actual disability,
then [the patient] is not go-
ing to get the pension.”

Last September the 26-
year-old income-security
program came under the au-
ditor general’s intense
scrutiny. In a report to Par-
liament, Desautels found
that the cost of CPP disability benefits had climbed from
$841 million in 1986–87 to almost $3 billion last year, with
the number of beneficiaries nearly doubling to 300 000.

Desautels was unable to pinpoint a single cause for the
astounding increase, but listed a number of influences,
none of which are precisely quantifiable. Overall, the re-
port was highly critical of CPP management, describing
in particular a flawed system for collecting and analysing
data, subjectivity in the adjudication process and short-
comings in the reassessment procedure that is supposed to
ensure pensioners continue to be entitled to their disabil-
ity benefits. Moreover, Desautels said comprehensive
quality-control programs are lacking from the time a
claim is accepted until it is terminated.

Are too many people getting CPP disability pensions? It
can certainly seem that way. “A very significant number of
people that I see who come into my practice already on a dis-
ability pension — I’m really hard-pressed how to explain
how that happened,” observes Dr. Samuel Shortt, a Kingston
family physician and vocal critic of the program [see accom-
panying article]. “Either things have changed [since the pa-
tient started receiving the pension], or things were ‘misstated’
in a way that made that pension achievable at the time.”

One study done for Human Resources Canada, the
federal department responsible for the CPP, estimated

that the cost of overpayments to disability claimants is $14
million a year. Desautels states flatly that this estimate is
too low and that eliminating unwarranted duplication
among the CPP, workers’ compensation plans and private
insurers could save the CPP $42 million a year.

Such criticisms aren’t new. Canada’s chief actuary,
who oversees the financial soundness of the CPP,
warned 2 years ago that “higher than expected” disabil-
ity benefits were undermining the viability of the entire
retirement plan. In June 1996, federal and provincial fi-
nance ministers agreed to protect the CPP by finding
ways to trim its disability component.

CPP the first payer

It’s popular to measure the CPP’s disability provisions
against those of the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP), which

operates separately. Between
1986 and 1994, payments to
disabled Canadians outside
Quebec rose by 92%, com-
pared with a mere 2% in-
crease in Quebec. However,
the comparison is mislead-
ing.

One key distinction is
that the CPP is the first in-
surance plan to pay out to

disabled beneficiaries; workers’ compensation programs
and even private insurers deduct the payments from their
own benefits, and top up where necessary. In contrast,
the QPP is the payer of last resort. Quebec’s workers’
compensation plan, the Commission de santé et de sécu-
rité au travail, pays out first, reducing costs to the QPP
by about 4%. In other words, there aren’t fewer disabled
Quebeckers — they simply turn up in other statistics.

There are at least 8 other significant legislative and
administrative differences between the 2 plans that, in
recent years, widened the fiscal gap between them. One
example: the QPP doesn’t cover certain diseases, such as
chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia, while the
CPP does. These conditions don’t account for a large
proportion of CPP cases, but the number is growing.
Between 1987 and 1993 there was a sixfold increase —
from 743 to 4575 — in the number of people with fi-
bromyalgia who were receiving CPP disability benefits.

However, the CPP repealed some of its more permissive
administrative changes in September 1995, and this resulted
in the lowest rate of new claims approvals since the late
1980s. Desautels is cautiously optimistic that the corner has
been turned, but won’t declare victory until a raft of rejected
claims wend their way through the lengthy appeals process.

Meanwhile, there is plenty of evidence that the cost in-

“Physicians are not helping us 
by trying to go the extra mile 
for some of their patients.“



creases that were seen in the CPP in the first half of this
decade were paralleled throughout the industrialized
world, and simply reflected certain global realities.

The recent recession forced many companies to dump
older or injured — and therefore less productive — workers
whom they might otherwise have retained for compassion-

ate reasons. Similarly, as the financial strain on provincial
and municipal welfare programs grew, social workers began
urging clients to apply for a federal disability pension.

And finally, in response to human-rights rulings sub-
stantiating the rights of the disabled, rules governing CPP
disability payments were relaxed. For example, the num-
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The CPP and MDs

Shirley Van Hoof was a 31-year-old medical stu-
dent, raising two adolescent girls by herself, when she
developed multiple sclerosis and the debilitating de-
pression and fatigue that accompany it.

“I was trying to study pharma-
cology at 20-minute intervals,”
Van Hoof recalls 17 years later.
“Gimme a break! You can’t open
your books and start anything in
pharmacology in 20 minutes.

“So for 9 months I fought, trying
to study in that sort of milieu and
raise my kids while still being off
— out of school, away from any-
one, isolated.”

Amid the stress her disease took
a turn for the worse and she be-
came too sick to sit up or feed her-
self. But then, angered by the un-
fairness of her fate and pumped up
on prednisone, she found a new
sense of determination. “I said, ‘I’m
going to do it,’ so I studied for my
pharmacology on high doses of
steroids and I did my oral exam
and passed it, started my third-year
clerkship in my wheelchair and
said, ‘There!’ “

In 1984, before finishing her in-
ternship, Van Hoof became totally
disabled by her disease. “I lost the functional use of my
hands, at least as far as medicine is concerned,” says
Van Hoof, who attended the University of Western On-
tario and still lives in London. “I couldn’t feel pulses, I
couldn’t give needles, I couldn’t take blood.”

But with two children in high school and her
hopes of practising medicine dashed, Van Hoof
desperately needed an income. She was awarded a
modest disability pension by the Canada Pension
Plan (CPP). This, along with some private group
insurance and disability coverage provided by the
Ontario Medical Association, gave her an ade-
quate monthly income that allowed her to raise
her family.

“It keeps me comfortable. I can pay for a roof over my
head and put food on the table and buy clothes and such, but
I don’t get a vacation in Hawaii. It’s adequate, but only be-
cause I had the forethought [to take out private insurance]

and because the medical association
had the forethought to insure their resi-
dents in that way.”

Van Hoof acknowledges that if
people are hunting for false or frivo-
lous claims, diseases like hers pro-
vide an easy target. The disease usu-
ally progresses in stages that,
especially early on, are interspersed
with periods of remission. Moreover,
the most crushing symptom — fa-
tigue — tends to be invisible.

“I still look so good that people
forget that I can’t get up and walk
away from my scooter,” notes Van
Hoof, now a paraplegic. “I look
perfectly normal and they can’t tell
that my hands don’t feel things nor-
mally, and I look like I can walk
because there are no deformities
and I don’t wear funny shoes and I
don’t have braces and all that stuff.

“But still, fatigue is my biggest
disability. My mobility device will
‘walk’ for me in a sense, but noth-
ing can cure the fatigue that goes

with the illness.”
If Van Hoof could change anything about the CPP

disability program, it would be its core definition of dis-
ability. Under CPP, a pension can be awarded only if a
person is too impaired to work, even part time. “I liken it
to saying that you must have one foot in the grave before
CPP will let you have any money.”

Although MS ended Van Hoof’s medical career, it
hasn’t kept her on the sidelines. She became a member
of the Order of Ontario in 1993 because of her involve-
ment in a dozen charitable organizations. “That really
helped my sense of well-being and of value,” she says,
“and that’s so important for anyone. You have to feel
useful to somebody.”

The human side of CPP disability benefits

Dr. Shirley Van Hoof: When MS ended
her career, CPP disability payments 

provided some security



ber of years a person had to have been employed before
becoming eligible for payments was decreased, and
claimants could apply retroactively. Adjudicators were also
directed to take into account factors relating to claimants’
likelihood of finding work, given factors such as age, edu-
cation, language and the regional unemployment rate.

Those provisions, first adopted in 1989, were formally re-
pealed in 1995 after the number of applicants soared from
60 000 a year to an unprecedented peak of 109 000 in
1993–94. Even now, however, the CPP’s Romaniuk notes
that decisions are rarely based exclusively on the medical re-
port. “To piece a person together, it’s not just a medical thing.
There’s a whole lot more to a person than an arm and a leg.”

Ten million workers and 1.2 million employers pay
annual CPP premiums. Disabled workers can receive
benefits ranging from $326 to $871 a month. Their chil-
dren are also entitled to flat-rate benefits, which are cur-
rently being collected by 100 000 dependants. More
than 60% of disability recipients receive additional in-
come from workers’ compensation plans or other public
or private programs; even so, 40% live below the Statis-
tics Canada poverty line.

“Severe and prolonged”

To receive CPP disability benefits, applicants must
demonstrate that they have a severe and prolonged men-
tal or physical impairment. A disability is severe if it pre-
cludes an applicant from “regularly . . . pursuing any
substantially gainful occupation.” It is prolonged if it is
“likely to be long continued and of indefinite duration
or is likely to result in death.”

CPP program administrators vary their interpretation
from time to time, much to the frustration of physicians
and others. Thus far they have resisted following the lead
of the US — there, all possible pensionable disabilities are
listed in a thick reference book that is used by adjudicators.

“It’s always been a bit of a criticism, because people who
don’t do this work keep saying, ‘Well, how can you possibly
make a good decision if you don’t have a stick with little
markers on it to measure the person by?’ ” notes Romaniuk.

Dr. Guy Gokiert, a family practitioner in Westlock,
Alta., and immediate past president of the Alberta Medical
Association, wishes he knew how adjudicators made their
decisions so he could tailor his applications accordingly.

“There is that concern: Are they seeing the patient in
the light that we see the patient, or are they seeing the pa-
tient in the light of the dollar signs? I really don’t know
whether it’s a person who has a black book and who just
goes down — tick, tick, tick — and says, ‘Well, this patient
doesn’t [meet the criteria].’ Sometimes we need to know
what the questions are that will trigger them to be sympa-
thetic towards the patient.”

Gokiert says some of the plan’s problems may be traced
back to “the worried well” — city dwellers who find
themselves out of work and marginally ailing. But that’s
hardly the case in his small farming community. “Our pa-
tients are really down and out — physically, mentally and
economically — before they make these applications.”

Desautels had his own litany of complaints about the
adjudication process. His report noted that pension
awards are too often made with inadequate information
and recommended that adjudicators more often consider
soliciting independent assessments from outside special-
ists. On the other hand, the report found that requests for
additional supportive evidence are sometimes rejected by
CPP administrators because of the upfront costs.

In one example cited in the report, an adjudicator had
recommended that an applicant consult a specialist to
supplement the information on file. CPP administrators
cancelled the appointment because the anticipated cost —
$1000 for travel and $300 to $2000 for professional fees
— seemed too high. The applicant was thus awarded a
pension solely on the basis of information the adjudicator
had deemed inadequate; by last September, the CPP had
already paid out $24 296 in disability benefits to this one
applicant, plus $4681 for a dependent child.

Romaniuk argues that the vast majority of forms are
completed properly by family doctors and provide the
basis for accurate and verifiable adjudications. Moreover,
CPP administrators routinely go directly to specialists
for additional details that were referenced but not in-
cluded in the original report.

Just the facts, please

Romaniuk insists that the biggest secret to success is
for all physicians — family doctors and specialists alike
— to stick to the facts when filling out an applicant’s
medical questionnaire.

“A lot of physicians are either not reading the ques-
tion or not understanding the question, or just doing
their own thing in spite of whatever questions we have
listed. But I think physicians are not helping us by trying
to go the extra mile for some of their patients.”

He conceded that many doctors believe they are advo-
cates for their patients or feel vulnerable to pressure from
patients demanding a favourable report. But, he argues, by
listing only clinical observations and readings and lab test
results, no physician should feel discomfort or pressure.

“If I was the patient, I’d probably tell my doctor, ‘And
can ya tell them that I’m totally disabled?’ The doctor may
tell them they are, or that they totally are not, but we’re
not asking for either one of those kinds of interpretations.
What we’re asking the doctor to do is simple: ‘Just tell 
us what you see — don’t tell us what you think.’ ” ß
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